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Abstract
The Minimum Cost Network Flow Problem (MCNFP) constitutes a wide category of network
flow problems. A Dual Network Exterior Point Simplex Algorithm (DNEPSA) for the MCNFP is
presented here, together with some computational results. Similarly to the classical Dual Network
Simplex Algorithm (DNSA), the new algorithm starts with a dual feasible tree-solution and, after a
number of iterations, it produces an optimal solution. However, contrary to DNSA, our algorithm
does not always maintain a dual feasible solution. Instead, it produces tree-solutions that can be
infeasible for both, the dual and the primal problem. This family of algorithms is believed to be more
efficient than the classical Simplex-type algorithms. They can cross over the infeasible region of the
dual problem and find an optimal solution reducing the number of iterations needed. In this paper,
we describe the algorithm and, for the first time, we present its computational behavior compared to
the Dual Network Simplex Algorithm.
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Introduction

The Minimum Cost Network Flow Problem (MCNFP) is the problem of finding a minimum cost flow
of product units, through a number of supply nodes (sources), demand nodes (sinks) and transshipment
nodes. There have been developed various Simplex-type algorithms for the MCNFP. Such Simplex-type
algorithms for the MCNFP include the well-known Primal and the Dual Network Simplex Methods.
There exist also other non Simplex-type algorithms that can be used for the MCNFP, as presented in [2],
[7] and [11]. An exterior-point primal simplex-type algorithm for the MCNFP has also been presented in
[12].
This paper presents, for the first time, some preliminary computational results of a new exterior
point dual simplex-type algorithm for the MCNFP. The algorithm is named Dual Network Exterior
Point Simplex Algorithm (DNEPSA) for the MCNFP and it is described in [5]. DNEPSA starts from a
dual feasible tree-solution and, iteration by iteration, it produces new tree-solutions closer to an optimal
solution. Contrary to the Network Dual Simplex Algorithm, the tree-solution at every iteration is not
necessarily dual feasible. The algorithm can move outside the feasible region of the dual problem and
return back to it in order to find an optimal solution.
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Problem Statement and Notation

Let G=(N,A) be a directed network that consists of a finite set of nodes N and a finite set of directed
arcs A, that link together pairs of nodes. Let n and m be the number of nodes and arcs respectively.
For each node i ∈ N , there is an associated value bi representing theP
available supply or demand at that
node. The total supply must be equal to the total demand, i.e. it is i∈N bi = 0. For each arc (i, j) ∈ A
there is an associated flow xij of productP
units from node i to node j and an associated cost per product
unit cij . The total flow cost is equal to (i,j)∈A cij xij . We may have a lower and an upper bound for
every flow xij on arc (i,j), denoted lij and uij respectively. DNEPSA can be applied to uncapacitated
MCNFPs, that is we have lij = 0 and uij = +∞, ∀(i, j) ∈ A. For every node i ∈ N , the outgoing flow
must be equal to the incoming flow plus the node’s supply. The MCNFP is formulated is formulated as
follows:
P
cij xij
min
(i,j)∈A

s.t.

X

i:(k,i)∈A

xki −

X

xjk = bk , k ∈ N

(1)

j:(j,k)∈A

0 ≤ xij ≤ +∞, ∀(i, j) ∈ A
There is a set of dual variables wi , one for each node, and a number of reduced cost variables sij , one
for every directed arc, used for the formulation of the dual problem. If for a tree-solution T, it is x ≥ 0,
then it is a primal feasible solution, while if s ≥ 0, it is a dual feasible solution. Primal network simplextype algorithms start from a primal feasible tree-solution and they move, at every iteration, to a new
primal feasible solution, until they find an optimal solution. On the other hand, dual network simplextype algorithms start from a dual feasible solution and they reach an optimal solution, by following a
route of dual feasible solutions. DNEPSA, although it starts from a dual feasible solution, moves through
solutions that are not necessarily dual feasible but, after a number of iterations, it comes to a tree-solution
that is both primal and dual feasible, i.e. it is optimal.
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Algorithm Description

DNEPSA needs a starting dual feasible tree solution T. There are different techniques that can be used
in order to find such a solution. Such an algorithm, for the generalized network problem, is described in
[9]. The arcs of T and the corresponding flows are called basic arcs and basic variables respectively. For
the non basic arcs (i, j) ∈
/ T it is xij = 0 and sij ≥ 0, while for the basic arcs (i, j) ∈ T it is sij = 0. For
the dual variables wi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n it is:
wi − wj = cij , ∀(i, j) ∈ T

(2)

In (2) we have n-1 equations and n variables. By giving any value to an arbitrarily chosen variable, we
can compute the values for the rest of the variables. The reduced costs sij for the non-basic arcs (i,j) can
be calculating as follows:
sij = cij − wi + wj , ∀(i, j) ∈
/T

(3)

The algorithm uses a set, named I , that contains the basic arcs (i,j) having negative flow and a set I+
containing the rest of the basic arcs:
I = {(i, j) ∈ T : xij < 0} , I+ = {(i, j) ∈ T : xij ≥ 0}

(4)

If it is I = ∅, then the current tree-solution is optimal. If a non-basic arc (i,j) is added into the basic tree
T, then a cycle C is created. In that case, let h be the vector of orientations of all basic arcs relative to
the entering arc (i,j). If an arc (u,v) in C has the same orientation as (i,j), then it is huv = −1, otherwise
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it is huv = +1. For an arc (u,v) not belonging to C, it is huv = 0. DNEPSA keeps in touch with the dual
feasible region by maintaining a vector d that gives a direction to the dual feasible region:
dij = 1, if (i, j) ∈ I
dij = 0, P
if (i, j) ∈ I+
huv , if (i, j) ∈
/T
dij =

(5)

(u,v)∈I

DNEPSA also maintains a set J , that is:
J = {(i, j) ∈
/ T : sij > 0 and dij < 0}

(6)

If it is J = ∅, while it is I 6= ∅, then the problem is infeasible. By using set J , the algorithm calculates
the following minimal ratio:
α=

sgh
sij
= min{
: (i, j) ∈ J }
−dgh
−dij

(7)

Ratio α is used in order to choose the entering arc (g,h). In order to choose the leaving arc (k,l), DNEPSA
finds in I arc (k1 , l1 ) of minimum absolute flow, having the same orientation as the entering arc (g,h).
Similarly, DNEPSA finds in I+ arc (k2 , l2 ) of minimum flow, having orientation opposite to (g,h). It is:
θ1 = −xk1 l1 = min{−xij : (i, j) ∈ I and (i, j) ↑↑ (g, h)}
θ2 = xk2 l2 = min{ xij : (i, j) ∈ I+ and (i, j) ↑↓ (g, h)}

(8)

where notation ↑↑ is used for arcs that have the same orientation, while notation ↑↓ stands for arcs having
the opposite orientation to each other. If it is θ1 ≤ θ2 , then arc (k1 , l1 ) is the leaving arc. In that case,
we say we have a type A iteration. An arc of negative flow xkl = −θ1 is leaving and an arc with flow
xgh = θ1 is entering the basic solution. If it is, on the other hand, θ1 > θ2 , then arc (k2 , l2 ) is the leaving
arc. In that case, we say we have a type B iteration. An arc of positive flow xkl = θ2 is leaving and an
arc with flow xgh = θ2 is entering the basic solution. Figure 1 gives a diagram describing type A and
type B iterations. The subtree containing node k of the leaving arc (k,l) is symbolised as T + , while the
other subtree is symbolised as T − .
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Figure 1: Type A and B iterations
The same procedure continues until the algorithm finds an optimal solution or it discovers infeasibility.
The algorithm steps are shown in Algorithm 1.
It is not necessary for the algorithm to compute the values of the variables xij , sij and dij or to create
sets I and I+ from scratch. They can be efficiently updated by using their values in the tree-solution of
the previous iteration.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm DNEPSA
Require: G = (N, A), b, c, T
1: procedure DNEPSA(G, T )
Step 0 (Initializations)
2:
Compute x, w and s using relations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
3:
Find sets I and I+ from (4) and vector d from (5).
Step 1 (Test of optimality)
4:
while I 6= ∅ do
5:
Find set J from relation (6)
6:
if J = ∅ then
7:
STOP, the problem is infeasible
8:
else
Step 2 (Choice of the entering arc)
9:
Compute α, using Relation (7) and choose the entering arc (g, h)
Step 3 (Choice of the leaving arc)
10:
Compute θ1 , θ2 using Relations (8)
11:
Choose the leaving arc (k, l) given by the minimum of θ1 and θ2
Step 4 (Pivoting)
12:
Set T = T \ (k, l) ∪ (g, h) and update x, s and d
13:
if θ1 ≤ θ2 then
14:
Set I = I \ (k, l) and I+ = I+ ∪ (g, h)
15:
else
16:
Set I+ = I+ ∪ (g, h) \ (k, l)
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
end while
20: end procedure
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Implementation and Computational Results

In order to evaluate the performance of DNEPSA, we performed a computational study comparing
DNEPSA against the classic Dual Network Simplex Algorithm (DNSA). All the MCNF problem instances were created using the well-known NETGEN random graph generator [10]. The experiments
were performed on a PC with an Intel P4 3.6 GHz processor and 1 GB RAM DDR 2, running the Windows XP Pro SP2 operating system. The competitive algorithms was programmed in C and compiled
using the gcc compiler. The functions used for the implementation of the algorithms have been written
following the same programming techniques adjusted to the special characteristics of each algorithm.
Both algorithms were implemented by using the Augmented Thread Index method [6]. This method was
chosen because it allows the fast update of the basic tree, as also it can easily identify the cycle that would
have been created with the addition of the entering arc. The two algorithms need an initial starting dual
feasible solution. The same starting point was used for both algorithms. The time needed to find the
starting solution was included into the measurements.
DNEPSA proved to be superior to Dual Network Simplex algorithm for networks of density 20% or
more. This superiority concerns both the number of the iterations and the time needed in order to find
an optimal solution. For networks of smaller density, DNEPSA appears to be superior in time (due to
faster updating techniques) but it seems to be almost equivalent to DNSA when concerning the number
of iterations needed. Table 1 shows the results of running DNEPSA and Dual Network Simplex algorithm
on a number of various problems produced randomly by NETGEN. Different network sizes were used,
starting from networks of size 50x588 up to networks of size 500x59700. For every network size a number
of 20 different problems were solved and the mean values of the number of iterations and the time needed
are shown into the table. DNEPSA’s superiority can be seen in the last two columns of the table which
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Table 1: Comparison of DNEPSA and Dual Network Simplex Algorithm (DNSA)
Network
DNEPSA niters DNEPSA time DNSA niters DNSA time % niters
50x588
57.55
0.02
65.65
0.03
87.66%
100x2376
167.50
0.29
190.30
0.36
88.02 %
150x5364
348.34
1.61
389.85
2.03
89.35%
200x9552
597.55
5.70
645.95
6.91
92.51%
250x14940
960.12
14.95
1027.07
18.60
93.48%
300x21528
1124.23
29.95
1252.67
37.31
89.75%
350x29316
1754.34
65.70
1872.20
78.39
93.70%
400x38404
2442.21
126.50
2736.63
157.73
89.24%
450x48492
3277.34
215.50
3641.67
260.38
90.00%
500x59700
4199.50
379.90
4870.80
483.91
86.22%

% time
78.20%
80,35%
79.48%
82.46%
80.37%
80.27%
83.81%
80.20%
82.76%
78.51%

contain the percentage of the number of iterations and time compared that DNEPSA needs compared to
DNSA.
An explanation of DNEPSA’s superiority is the fact that DNEPSA can cross over the infeasible region
of the dual problem and return back by finding an optimal solution. This leads to an essential reduction
on the number of iterations.
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Future Work

A subject for future work is the improvement of the performance of the algorithm by using special data
structures for storing and updating the necessary variables. Such data structures include dynamic trees
and Fibonacci heaps, as described in [14] and [4]. It would be very interesting to use such data structures
and compare DNEPSA’s performance against some state-of-the-art algorithms. Such state-of-the-art
algorithms include RELAX IV, combinatorial code CS2, interior-point code DLNET and NETFLO, as
described in [3], [8] and [13]. The algorithm’s behavior has also to be examined in some well-known
pathological instances, as described in [15]. Furthermore, it would be interesting to develop a capacitated
version of DNEPSA, although it is possible for any capacitated network to be transformed into an
uncapacitated equivalent one by removing arc capacities. This technique is analytically described in [1].
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